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Overview  

For many years the University has purchased Business Travel Insurance and Student Off-
Campus Insurance to protect our faculty and students who travel. This insurance is critical to the 
safety and security of our faculty and students traveling out-of-state and to foreign countries. 
Unfortunately, in the past the University had no central source of information regarding who was 
traveling, where, and for how long. Since we did not have the means to provide adequate 
information to our insurance carrier, over time the benefits available under our insurance policy 
eroded. For example, we lost the coverage for travel in war risk countries and we did not have 
coverage for non-medical extraction. The University also paid more for this type of insurance 
coverage than comparable institutions who track travel.  

This year, a comprehensive insurance product became available for the first time in the US. The 
University was able to procure this insurance with the agreement that we will provide 
information regarding our student and employee travel.  

The University began tracking all employee, faculty, and student out-of-state travel in 
November, 2007, through a web-based travel registration system. Collecting data for out-of-state 
and foreign travel before the travel commences will improve our responsiveness to staff and 
students when emergencies occur, ensure continued coverage, and reduce the cost of insurance. 

Impact on safety and security of students and employees 

In a medical emergency, natural disaster, or any other event that requires coordination and 
communication to arrange transport or evacuate people, a resource that tracks all travelers 
ensures an efficient and effective emergency response. In the absence of a travel information 
database, travelers may be subject to perils that could otherwise have been avoided. A travel 
database not only assures a quick emergency response but can also be used to educate travelers 
in order to minimize or avoid additional perils. 

Documenting travel is a best practice to enhance UC's ability to protect the health and safety of 
its employees, faculty, and students and to respond quickly to unforeseen circumstances, such as 
changes in designated war risk countries, medical emergencies, riots, natural disasters, etc.  
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Impact on travel insurance coverage and pricing

Currently, UC’s premiums for travel accident insurance are based on total headcount, a number 
which is significantly higher than the number of actual travelers. By providing accurate data 
regarding out-of-state and foreign travel, UC can negotiate a better pricing and reduce costs of 
coverage for all staff and students. 

UC’s current travel policy requires that the “war risk” coverage be audited each year. War risk 
coverage responds to emergency needs of travelers associated with civil unrest and declared or 
undeclared war. Insurers determine which countries pose war risks and set premiums accordingly 
– countries change as conditions change yearly, monthly or even daily. After 9/11, the cost of 
war risk coverage skyrocketed and, because UC had no means of collecting data on employee 
business trips, UC dropped the war risk coverage because of high premiums. It was resumed this 
year due to a soft market, but market conditions are cyclical and costs may increase if UC 
remains unable to provide reliable data.  

UC’s current carrier stresses that it is vital to understand UC’s travel and war risk exposure. UC 
researchers and faculty travel in high war risk areas, such as Afghanistan and Iraq, and it is 
crucial that campuses identify and locate travelers in the event that hostilities escalate. 
Ultimately, the risk of travel to such areas is shared by all global employers (and throughout the 
insurance industry through reinsurance). Knowing who is traveling helps insurers set premiums 
which are appropriate for the exposure and ensures that coverage for travel to these high risk 
areas remains available. 

Impact on other coverage 

UC also has an excess workers’ compensation (WC) policy which provides coverage for UC 
employees. Most California employers have unlimited excess WC coverage because they 
provide their insurance carriers with data which identifies the number of employees traveling 
outside the U.S., the countries of travel, and the purpose of that travel. However, because UC has 
not provided that data in the past, the policy has a cap of $500 million, which leaves the 
University financially exposed if a catastrophic loss occurs.

The UC foreign liability policy also provides coverage for UC’s foreign operations and activities, 
but the policy is both expensive and limited in terms and conditions because of UC’s inability to 
provide data regarding the number of staff traveling outside the U.S., the countries of travel, and 
the purpose of that travel. Currently, the campus Risk Management programs must attempt to 
retrospectively gather foreign travel data each year via survey, which is both inefficient and 
time-consuming.  

Other considerations 

Because the potential need for emergency extraction services is much lower for in-state travel 
due to the proximity to other campuses and other emergency service providers with which UC 
collaborates, travelers will not need to register travel within California. Out-of-state or country, 
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emergency services relationships are non-existent and the need for extraction greatly increases. 
In Katrina or 9/11 type situations, the need to quickly identify where our staff and students are 
located and assist them increases; in these circumstances, our staff and students may not be able 
to make the call for help by themselves. Thus, registration of all faculty, staff, and student out-of-
state and out-of-country travel is critical. The administrative burden in enrolling is minimal; the 
new online system requires less than 5 minutes to complete the registration process. 

When staff or students register their trips on-line, they will receive a “certificate of insurance” 
verifying enrollment in the UC Business Travel Accident Insurance Program. Enrollment for 
purposes of obtaining travel insurance is not new to UC: several campuses have purchased 
insurance policies and centralized the trip registration process, while other campuses have 
purchased insurance programs that require the completion of applications for each trip. Based on 
information gathered thus far, UCOP conservatively estimates the local expense for these 
additional policies to be in the range of $50,000 to $100,000 per year per campus.  

In conclusion 

The new UC Business Travel Accident Insurance Program and trip registration program provides 
peace of mind for UC business travelers, saves time and expense, and ultimately improves UC’s 
ability to respond to the emergency travel needs of its staff, faculty, and students.

In addition, a UC-wide task force has been developing the TRIPSS website (Travel Risk 
Insurance Planning Safety System). TRIPSS was the vision of the EH&S Directors and the Field 
Safety Workgroup they sponsor The system is expected to be available by the summer of 2008 
and will offer added benefits for travelers – a travel information resource center and a travel 
safety plan generator. TRIPSS will aid business travelers’ safety planning efforts prior to a trip 
and reduce the chance of injury or loss of life. TRIPSS will also link with other travel websites, 
the At Your Service website, and the campus Risk Management and Safety websites.  


